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TE Stamps:

Peek-a-Boo Easter

TE Dies:

Sack It to You

Sack It - Chick

Egg Stacklets

All Wrapped Up

Ink:

Oreo

TE Cardstock:

Candy Corn

Potato Chip

Sugar Cube

Oreo

TE Patterned Paper:

Rainbow Brights

Other:

Bamboo Stick (6 3/4”)

1. Die cut the following pieces: 

- Two Sack It to You bases from Candy Corn 

cardstock. 

- Two Sack It to You handles from Candy Corn  

  cardstock 

- Two Chick feet from Candy Corn cardstock. 

- One Chick beak from Candy Corn  
  cardstock; cut a second beak from a folded  
  piece of Candy Corn cardstock, placing top  

  edge of die just above fold line. 

- One large Egg Stacklet from Potato Chip  
  cardstock 

- Two Chick Wings from Potato Chip 

  cardstock 

- One Chick feather (for head) from Potato  
  Chip cardstock. 

- One Chick belly from Sugar Cube cardstock. 
- Two Chick eyes from Oreo cardstock. 
- One All Wrapped Up bow from pattern paper.

2. Fold firmly along score lines on box pieces.
3. Apply double-sided adhesive to box flaps 

and bottom of one box piece; assemble box, 
pressing firmly along tape areas to secure.

4. Adhere box handles, attaching each end to 

inside of box.

5. Adhere white belly to bottom of large yellow 

egg. 

6. Using foam adhesive, adhere feet.

7. Adhere wings behind left and right edges of 

chick body.

8. Adhere single layer die-cut beak over folded 

beak, carefully aligning left and right edges. 

Adhere to top of white belly.

9. Adhere eyes.

10. Nip away center piece from die-cut bow. 

Adhere strip to bottom of head feathers; trim 
ends. With a dot of adhesive in the center of 

the bow, adhere bow to right side of feathers. 

One glue has dried, slightly bend forward and 
up each bow loop and end.

11. Adhere chick to box.

12. Stamp sentiment onto Sugar Cube cardstock 

trim and mat onto orange dotted paper. Ad-

here to bamboo stick.

Supplies

My Favorite Peep
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